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Inaccurate, sales-oriented renderings that the developer produced continue to deny the community the critical facts they need 

to judge the proposed structure’s true height and solar impact. Misleading depictions portray an idealized architectural scene 

where the sun rises in the north and the height impacts to the nearest neighbors are deliberately cropped out. Overall, each 

simulation suffers from several basic errors. 

• The first is that all four scenes that were requested by the DC Zoning Commission crop-out the nearby buildings and 

scale clues. This was done by using a telephoto lens instead of the industry standard 50mm lens on a full-frame 

DSLR camera. 

• One of the characteristic issues of a mid-rise building being considered in a residential neighborhood is the shade 

and shadows it would produce. This is most important along the tree lined Yuma Street. Oddly, the requested 

scientific illustration of this sensitive issue used solar angles only seen in the southern hemisphere. Additionally, they 

did not depict the impacts of the Ladybird during the 4 months surrounding the Winter solstice. 

• An industry standard for informative renderings of proposed structures is to show both the ‘existing’ and the 

‘proposed’ situation. The developers initial submission did not show the existing scene. (*Valor complied with CRD’s 

request, but has yet to file these with  the Commission.) 

• In response to the Zoning Commission's specific request for natural (realistic) scenes, the developer submitted 

incorrect ‘cropped’ fields of view, an impossible solar angle, and no depictions of the scene in winter light. 

This presentation contains both Valor and DDIS renderings and imagery. Each is clearly labeled at the top of each slide. 
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Overall: 

• The submitted Valor images were captured with a 50mm on an 18mp DSLR with a cropped (APS-C) sensor. When using 

a cropped sensor, a 50mm lens will be multiplied by 1.5x or 1.6x, depending on the camera. This means that Valor 

effectively used an 80mm lens. 

• If a 50mm lens was used on a full-frame 35mm DSLR, it would have a wider HFOV (39.6°). While the lens/ body 

choice is closer to human-eye magnification than Valor previously provided, it appears to be too “zoomed in” now. 

This telephoto lens means that there is less context captured in each photo because of the narrower field of view. 

If the industry standard was used, it would have an HFOV that would allow for both houses and the proposed 

development to be captured in one single image. This lack of neighborhood context is seen in every one of their 

simulations. 

• The virtual sun lighting the models does not match the existing photographs in either time-of-day, time-of-year, or 

intensity. 

• As an example: “#3.View from the Northwest – Proposed in Existing (North side of Yuma)” uses a sun angle and 

orientation which would be impossible in the Northern hemisphere. The virtual sun is coming from almost due 

North. This wouldn’t even be possible at sunrise during the Summer solstice. 

• All of the “existing scene” photographs were captured during a muted, overcast day. As such there are no strong 

shadows or bright colors present in the scene. To then place a bright, sunlit model, with strong shadows, and flowering 

trees in the scene, inherently makes the proposed development “pop” in comparison to its surroundings. This disregard in 

presenting either the nearby neighbors or the correct solar angle means that the solar impact of the development on the 

North side of Yuma St is being hidden. 
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The submitted Valor images were likely captured with a 50mm on an 18mp DSLR with a cropped (APS-C) sensor. When using a 

cropped sensor, a 50mm lens will be multiplied by 1.5x or 1.6x, depending on the camera. This means that Valor effectively used 

an 80mm lens. We are including Valor’s “existing conditions/before” shots as a comparison to their “proposed” shots. 
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Valor captured this image using the equivalent of an 80mm lens. This telephoto lens dramatically reduces the ability to show the

proposed development in the context of the nearby neighbors. 
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This 50mm rendering highlights the difference between Valor’s “50mm” (actually an 80mm) and a true 50mm perspective on a full -

frame DSLR. The reason that this matters is when a telephoto is used, the context becomes cropped, and the observer loses out

on understanding that the new development will be looming over the rooftops of houses, from the perspective a block away.
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Valor captured this image using the equivalent of an 80mm lens. This telephoto lens dramatically reduces the ability to show the

proposed development in the context of the nearby neighbors. *We are including Valor’s “existing conditions/before” shots as a 

comparison to their “proposed” shots. Note that these were not submitted to the Commission. 
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